GANS ROLLKLENE PASTE
ROLLER CLEANER AND CONDITIONING PASTE
ITEM NUMBER S-1250

The regular use of Gans ROLLKLENE PASTE in an ongoing maintenance program will enhance ink transfer within the roller train.

Gans ROLLKLENE PASTE is a non solvent cleaning paste specifically designed for use of deep cleaning and deglazing rubber inking rollers. This product is ideal for thorough removal of ground ink pigment during critical color changes.

Prevent destructive glaze and contaminants from building up in your roller train! Gans ROLLKLENE PASTE should be a part of your daily maintenance!

KEY BENEFITS

• Compatible with ALL roller brands.
• Deep cleans and conditions the inking roller train.
• Solvent free and environmentally safe.
• Contains no abrasive materials.
• Removes friction and gum glaze with every use.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

For quick color changes:
Remove all ink from the inking rollers using an appropriate cleaning solvent such as Gans AUTOWASH 642L.A. (S-1843), or Gans AQUA WASH (S-1840). Disengage the wash up device and allow Gans ROLLKLENE PASTE to work into the roller train for 3 – 5 minutes penetrating the roller surfaces. This will allow ROLLKLENE PASTE to loosen up ingrained pigment and glaze. Engage the wash up device and apply the cleaning solvent to remove all residues from the roller train.

For severe roller contamination issues, a final rinse with Gans Calcium & Surfactant Remover (S-1852) may be used.

For deep roller conditioning:
Remove all ink from the inking rollers using an appropriate cleaning solvent. Disengage the wash up device and allow Gans ROLLKLENE PASTE to work into the roller train for 3 – 5 minutes penetrating the roller surfaces. Allow the paste to remain in the roller train overnight or for the weekend. Follow up by removing the ROLLKLENE PASTE with Gans CALCIUM & SURFACTANT REMOVER (S-1852), until rollers appear clean.